
Version No:

4.5, December 2013

Major Enhancements: (See Primo Version 4.x Highlights document)

1.  Jboss to Tomcat infrastructure changes (Item #20989)
2.  Improvements to the search mechanism (Items 19499, 19482, 19398,
    19358, 19091, 14428)
3.  Improvements to the ranking mechanism (Items PRM-19242, PRM-20508,
    20507, 20506)
4.  Character conversion mechanism changes (Item #19240)
5.  Improvements to the WorldCat Adaptor (Items 20429, 20098)
6.  Improvements to the publishing mechanism (Items 20487, 20405, 20141,
    19997, 19698, 19058, 16717)
7.  OvP improvements (Items 20019, 19725, 19454, 19360, 18871, 18831,
    18055, 13197)
8.  Changes to the Front End user interface to improve response time (Item #19111)
9.  Added Virtual Browse to results (Item #18995)
10.  Added the ability to configure SSL in all of Primo's communications with Aleph (Item #18801)
11.  Improved Browse performance (Item #18658)
12.  Updated Primo to work with PDS 2.1.2 (Item #18642)
13.  Improved mobile apps performance (Item #18507)

General Documentation for Version:
Located in the Version 4.x folder in the Ex Libris Documentation Center. 1



Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number

10374 When a search scope was changed in the Views Wizard (such as 
adding or removing a search scope), the search scope in the tab 
was not automatically updated. For this change to be activated in the 
Front End, it was necessary to access the tab definition in the Views 
Wizard and save. This is no longer necessary.

BO configuration - Views 
Wizard

16384-144694,16384-
387596

10502 This is related to the RIS format, which is used by RefWorks, 
Endnote, and other citation managers. 

If a record is missing the creator field (AU in RIS format), the 
contributor will be sent as AU instead of A2.

General - Misc 16384-148208

13197 The "Templates for Link to ILS Requests" mapping table can now be 
edited at the institution level, which prevents customized parameters 
from being overwritten by service packs.

Interoperability - ALEPH 16384-218901, 16384-
423587

13571 In new sessions, multiple query and displayField parameters that 
were included in deep-links were filtered out, leaving only a single 
occurrence of the parameters in the query. This has been fixed to 
include multiple occurrences of these parameters in the search.

Front End - Basic Search 16384-219034,16384-
354103,16384-
406804

13861 This problem could occur while using Shibboleth SSO. Due to 
incorrect re-direct to Primo, the PDS_HANDLE returned a null, and 
Primo guests were "authenticated" as user guest (as guest, the 
system displayed "Sign-out"). This has been fixed.

Front End - Sign In 16384-170946

14428 Abbreviations that included periods and did not end with a period 
(such as "U.S.A") were not normalized correctly by the search 
engine, causing incorrect search results. This has been fixed.

Search Engine - Indexing 16384-108560, 16384-
390870

14653 The label for the journal title facet was missing and has been added 
to the Facet Labels code table: 

Code: default.facets.search-box.facet_jtitle 
Description: Journal Title 
Language: en_US

Front End - Facets 16384-301268, 16384-
445460

16567 The character encoding in the Facebook openGraph meta tags was 
incorrect, causing an incorrect display of non-ASCII characters. This 
has been fixed.

Front End - Brief results 16384-392837, 16384-
398438,16384-
399257, 183879

16717 When the dedup-merged record was created, local link fields 
(links/llnNN) were not appended to the original source record ID. If 
the link was a template, the system did not know which record to use 
for the template's placeholders, causing the link to fail. This has 
been fixed.

Publishing Platform - DeDup 16384-353180

4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
17064 Several fixes related to alerts using the Ebsco API: 

1. Alerts are now working. 
2. Deep-links to the results from the email have been fixed. 
3. Since users must be signed-in or on campus in order to display 
EBSCO API results. if they are not signed-in, a message has been 
added to the alert with a link to sign in. 

Front End - Alerts 16384-332033, 16384-
375884, 16384-
292678

17129 In a blended Primo Local/Primo Central search, alphabetic sorting 
did not work correctly after invoking "next" to display more results. 
This has been fixed by not using cached results after invoking next.

Search Engine - Blending 16384-385322, 16384-
419778

17357 It is now possible to change the out-of-the-box A-Z list and 
create different A-Z lists in the Find Database lightbox for 
every interface language (locale). Any character set supported 
by MetaLib can be included. To support this, the Find 
Databases A-Z List static HTML has been added to the Static 
HTML tiles in the View Wizard. For more information, refer to 
Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

Front End - Look and feel 16384-
324523,16384-
405590

17425 If an English Front End label was defined at the institution level in the 
code tables, the system always preferred it to a label defined for the 
active UI language that was defined at the installation level only. This 
has been fixed.

PBO Advanced Configuration - 
All Code Tables

16384-440561

17927 In N+1 environments duplicate entries in the browse index 
sometimes displayed if the system did not merge records with the 
same browse term that came from different slices. This has been 
fixed.

Front End-Browse 16384-393154

17934 Because the link did not include the view ID (vid) in some cases, the 
session timeout displayed the default view instead of the view 
defined in the Views Wizard. This has been fixed. 

BO configuration - Views 
Wizard

16384-
362275,187177,1638
4-430357

18055 If the user updates his interface language via My Preferences in My 
Account, Primo will send this information to Alma so that Alma can 
update the interface language stored in Alma.

Front End - My Account, OPAC 
via Primo - My account

18160 Because the length of some record IDs for remote searches 
(MetaLib) were longer than the allotted size in Primo's database, 
these records could not be saved to the e-Shelf, tagged, or reviewed. 
The field length has been increased to accommodate larger record 
IDs.

Front End - e-Shelf, Front End - 
Reviews, Front End - Tags

16384-437748
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
18210 A new utility has been added to delete data (e-Shelf, preferences, 

saved searches) of expired and/or inactive users. The utility works 
based on an input file of user IDs or the last activity date in Primo. 
For more information, refer to Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

e-shelf, Front End - e-Shelf 16384-178058

18314 Links to Delicious did not work due to changes in the Delicious API. 
This has been fixed. 

NOTE: There is a pending issue when bookmarking a Primo URL: 
the Delicious service cuts the port from the URL making it 
unavailable. Delicious Support has informed us that they are working 
on a fix for this issue.

Front End - Send to (print, save, 
connotea, etc.)

16384-434204

18342 The My Databases tab in My Account will now display only if the 
user's Institution is the same as the view's institution and at least one 
of the tabs in the view has a link to FDB.

Front End-Look and Feel 16384-408283,16384-
406969,16384-
411998, 16384-
419504,16384-
414885, 16384-
418893,

18344 The system always used the out-of-the-box RefWorks Fields 
mapping table values instead of the local changes to this table. This 
has been fixed.

Front End-Send to (print, save, 
email)

16384-396831

18384 Brackets did not display correctly for Hebrew text in facets and the 
Details tab. This has been fixed.

Front End - Look and feel 16384-394140,16384-
394064, 16384-
385264,16384-
383595,16384-
437004

18507 To speed up the response time for mobile browsers, Primo will no 
longer send the complete PNX record in responses (such as loading 
the mobile CSS). Primo will now send a brief PNX that includes only 
the control and display sections as well as the delivery manager 
response. 

The brief PNX response can also be requested via the X-services by 
using the new parameter "&mobile=true". For more information, refer 
to EL Commons. 

API
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
18538 Users signed-in to a mobile device will be kept signed-in (until they 

sign out). This will happen when the resolution is less or equal to 500 
pixels. No configuration in Primo is required, however the PDS must 
be upgraded to version 2.1.3. Note that PDS 2.1.3 will be released 
towards the end of 2013. 

Primo 4.6 will be upgraded to use PDS 2.1.3. 

18560 The Dedup utility will now compare the candidate field (c1-c5) so that 
the Dedup test utility indicates whether the record was a candidate 
for Dedup.

Publishing Platform-DeDup 16384-401182

18642 Primo has been updated to work with PDS 2.1.2.  PDS 2.1.2 
supports access to the PDS Wizard in SaaS mode. This means that 
an institution-level users can access the PDS wizard and see only 
their own institution's configuration.  

The PDS_SAAS parameter has been added to PDS setting in the 
General Configuration > Installation subsystem. It has also been 
added to the drop-down menu in the PDS Configuration mapping 
table. The values can be true or false. If set to true, the call to the 
PDS Wizard from the Primo Back Office will indicate whether the 
operator is an installation- or institution-level user, and PDS will 
display the relevant options in the PDS Wizard accordingly (all 
institutions for installation level and the specific institution for 
institution level).

Primo also sends the institution code in all of its calls to PDS to 
support PDS SaaS.

Refer to the PDS documentation for more information on setting up 
SaaS Mode in PDS. Note that the PDS must be configured to work 
with the Oracle database to support this mode.

18658 The function that counts the number of records that are linked to a 
heading in the browse list has been changed to improve the 
performance of the browse list.

Front End 16384-414761; 16384-
436626; 16384-
444969, 16384-
446391, 16384-
445049

18682 There is an additional fix to the problem described in #9468 
(released in 4.4). After applying the fix in 4.4, some customers found 
duplicate resource types in the material type list in the Advanced 
Search tile in the Front End even though they do not see duplicates 
in the View Wizard. 

In order to fix this situation, it is necessary to edit 
the Material type search type list, save it in the 
Advanced Search tile in the Views wizard, and then 
deploy the view.

Front End-Advanced Search 16384-401507,16384-
437138, 16384-
437842,16384-
439599
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
18684 This is relevant to Locations tab - OPAC via Primo. 

When the number of items to display was one more than the number 
defined to display in Brief results (for example, 6 using the out of the 
box default value of 5 items), the system did not display the Show 
More Items link. This has been fixed.

Front End-Brief Results 16384-418613

18722 Infrastructure for A/B testing of two types of changes related to 
ranking has been added to Primo 4.5. A/B testing is enabled in 
multiple Front End (MFE) topologies. The following parameters are in 
the Results Boosting section on the Primo Home > Advanced 
Configuration > Search Engine Configuration page: 

1. Field boosts
2. Institution boost

Reports based on such testing will be added in a future release. For 
more details, refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

18748 Clicking a title on the results page resulted in an error when users 
performed advanced searches in a blended local and remote search 
(MetaLib) scope using the user tags index. This has been fixed.

Front End-Browse 16384-418451

18750 Because the value of <max-pool-size> was hard-coded to 20 
internally, its value could not be changed via the global.properties 
file. This has been fixed.

Installation-Installation 185242, 16384-
392865, 16384-
420971, 16384-
431186

18801 It is now possible to configure use of SSL in all of Primo's 
communications with the Aleph. For more information refer to the 
Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

Misc-General 16384-418049

18831 This item is related to OPAC via Primo - Locations tab. 

After users signed in via the Locations tab, the system did re-display 
the Locations tab. This has been fixed.

Front End-Sign In 16384-406994

18833 Because some records were mistaken for Primo Central records, the 
system displayed the display/source field in the brief results of a 
FRBR group even though the field was not defined to display in the 
view. This has been fixed.

Publishing Platform-Enrichment 16384-415942,16384-
423974,16384-
436358,16384-
436444, 16384-
439436,16384-
442410,16384-
444102
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
18863 When many extensions have been loaded into the 

P_PNX_EXTENSIONS table, the display of the full view could take a 
long time because the system searches for tags and reviews to 
display. A new index on the extension type has been added to make 
this search much faster. The new index will be added to new 
installations only. If you have loaded many extensions and need 
such an extension, please contact Ex Libris support.

Front End, Front End - Basic 
Search, Front End - Front End

16384-425858

18871 This item is related to OPAC via Primo - Requests for Voyager 
customers. 

Primo will now display a default pickup library and location in the UB 
request form.

Front End - OvP

18921 When users signed in via PDS and PDS did not return a user group, 
the user group in the statistics tables was populated with the user 
session id. This has been changed to insert an "N/A" value when no 
user group has been specified.

16384-424971

18925 Related to OPAC via Primo - My Account - Requests 

In some cases an error message displayed when a request was 
deleted correctly by the user. This has been fixed.

OPAC via Primo-Hold requests 16384-386962

18934 This item is relevant to Remote Search (MetaLib) 

When users request to Display more results, Primo is supposed to 
add an indication next to records that have been added to the results 
set. This functionality had stopped working and has been fixed.

Interoperability-MetaLib 16384-427431

18995 The Virtual Browse tab has been added to each item in the results. 
The tab uses the call number browse index to enable users to 
virtually browse records that are next to the active record in the 
library shelves based on the call number. No further configuration is 
required. The tab will display the record that includes a call number 
of the institution of the view in the Browse section of the PNX. For 
more details, refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

19000 When users switched between tabs using the Advanced Search tile, 
only the search query was copied from tile to tile. Now all search 
parameters are copied.

Front End-Advanced Search 16384-418822

19058 Titles that are 9 characters in length or less did not return a positive 
match during the dedup process. 
This has been fixed to dedup titles of any length.

16384-412739;16384-
414760
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19070 The following locales were added to import and export for the 

translation of code tables: 
nn_NO 
se_NO 
ar_AR

16384-424601, 16384-
417665

19084 The following error message (which is defined in the Error Messages 
code table) and the page that is supposed to display when Primo 
could not be accessed did not display in the active interface 
language. 

- default.error.404 The page requested is unavailable.<br>Please try 
again later. 

This has been fixed.

Front End-Look and Feel 16384-421324, 16384-
421508

19089 Invoking "Back to results" from the full display of a record that was 
accessed from a browse list displayed an error if the Layout Set for 
the view was set to "Facets on the left." This has been fixed.

Front End-Browse 16384-422279, 16384-
449446, 16384-
444995

19091 Queries with a search term that included a comma after a 
parenthesis such as the following did not return results: test (my), 
search 

This has been fixed.

Search Engine-Configuration 16384-415266

19111 Several changes were made to the Front End user interface to 
improve response time.

Front End

19187 The Oracle passwords that can be updated via UTIL-O and are 
saved in global.properties are now encrypted.

BO Configuration

19220 Following a search using a deep link, the "More options" facets did 
not work. This also occurred in the results list display from the 
Browse lists since it uses deep links. This has been fixed.

Misc-General 16384-431860, 16384-
442079,16384-
438042
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19240 The following character conversion changes were made for indexing 

and searching: 

1. Conversion of to multiple variations 

This feature was initially implemented in Primo Central and has now 
been implemented in Primo local. 
It is possible to index the same character in several possible 
variations. To prevent unwanted results (for example, to retrieve 
results with 'u' when the query is for ü) during search time, the 
system will attempt to match the most appropriate variation to the 
language of the query and normalize the query accordingly. If the 
language of the query cannot be determined, the system will default 
to the interface language. Primo includes an out-of-the-box setup, 
which can be modified. 

2. In multi-tenant environments, it is possible to have a different 
character conversion setup per institution. 

Note that there have been some changes in the directory and files 
that are used for character normalization. For more information, refer 
to Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

Search Engine - Indexing

19242 The search engine creates a dedicated authors list which is used to 
separate authors in a combined title-author search. This enables the 
search engine to search separately for the title and author and 
assign the appropriate boosts to improve relevance ranking for such 
types of queries. The list is created automatically after indexing.

19312 The HTML declaration for Primo's Front End pages was fixed to 
include language codes that comply with the RFC 3066 language 
codes, which are important for accessibility compliance.

Accessability

19316 After a search, the focus will now be on the results tile instead of the 
search tile. This fix is important for accessibility. 

Accessability

19319 After a lightbox is opened (such as Find databases, Alma institutions 
list, Personalize your ranking, Remote Search - Please wait 
message), the focus will be on the lightbox. This fix is important for 
accessibility.

Accessability

19344 In FireFox, the email pop-up invoked from the the results page did 
not display correctly if tabs were used. This has been fixed. This fix 
is important for accessibility.  

Accessability
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19357 It is now possible to update the Source ILS Library Codes 

column in the list of libraries in the Institution Wizard. This can 
be used to change the source ILS library code or add a new 
one. Multiple source codes should be separated by a comma.

Interoperability-Voyager 16384-285516

19358 Previously, if there was an error due to a problem in parsing the 
search query, Primo displayed the "An unexpected error occurred" 
error message. Primo now displays the following error message: 
"The search failed for an undefined reason, this might have been 
caused by an unsupported special character in the query."

Front End-Basic Search 16384-415205

19360 The Fines/Demerits balance total in My Account (OPAC via Primo) 
now displays two decimal places.

Front End-Look and Feel 16384-438282

19398 If a query does not return any results, the system now displays a 
dedicated static HTML file with suggestions. The static HTML file is 
defined in the Static HTML tile in the Views Wizard. The out-of-the-
box file is called noResults.html. For more information, refer to the 
Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

Front End

19400 A slider widget has been added to the Creation date facet to allow 
filtering by creation date. No configuration is required. For more 
information, refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

19428 The way that the availability of full-text and the delivery of full-text 
works for results from EBSCO (using the EBSCO API) has been 
changed. By default, the system first checks the link resolver 
(SFX/Alma) to see if there is full-text, and only if full-text is not 
available does it check and use a link to full text in the record. For 
more information, refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

Back office UI-Pipes 
Configuration

16384-442884

19447 The timeout for receiving HTTP connections from the HTTPClient 
Connections Manager that was used by the ILS Gateway was set 
incorrectly. This resulted in many stuck ILS Gateway threads, and as 
a result, JBoss HTTP threads got stuck as well. This situation 
triggered the DoS system to send alerts regarding system 
overloaded. This has been fixed.

Back office UI 16384-439592
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19454 This is related to OPAC via Primo - My Account - Loans List for 

Voyager customers. 

Voyager allows indefinite loans in Voyager 8.2.2 and later releases, 
which means that Voyager may return "Indefinite" instead of a date 
such as 2382-12-31 in the due date field. Primo has been updated to 
display this text in the due date column in My Account - Loans List.

Front End - OvP

19478 The edition field (ET) has been added to the RefWorks Fields 
mapping table so that the edition is exported in the RIS format. This 
field has been added to the out-of-the-box table and will also be 
added to the local table if not already present during the upgrade to 
4.5.

Front End-Brief Results 190801

19482 Some call numbers did not display in the call number index. This 
happened when a call number was linked to several records and in 
one of the records the call number data in the browse section was 
invalid - for example, the institution was missing. Now the system 
ignores the record with invalid data and displays the call number.

Misc-General 189112, 16384-
446363

19499 Searches with stops words that included diacritics did not work 
properly (for example, für). This has been fixed.

Front End - Basic Search 16384-431737,16384-
434236,16384-
433127, 00015722

19584 The Delimiter parameter displayed twice under the Client IP 
subsystem in the General Configuration Wizard. This has been fixed.

Installation-New Installation 16384-400740

19585 See Item #19585. Front End-Full Results 16384-437078
19591 If a query in a browse search included characters that required URL 

encoding, invoking the "Back to list" option would change the query 
terms and display a different browse list from the original one. This 
has been fixed. 

Front End-Browse 16384-424253

19592 If the user's institution (based on IP or sign-in) was different from the 
institution of the view, the drag and drop and copy and paste 
functionality did not work in the e-Shelf. This has been fixed.

Front End-e-Shelf 16384-437407

19594 Facets with double quotes did not work. This has been fixed. Misc-General 16384-443581,16384-
437002

19598 The library names did not always display in the interface language. 
This has been fixed.

Front End - OvP 16384-439917

19622 The "Expand my results" check box (which removes the Primo 
Central pre-filter based on full text availability) did not display when a 
new view was deployed. This has been fixed.

Front End - Look and feel 16384-443590
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19655 In scenarios where the view was defined to prefer the IP in 

determining the institution of the user and the users searched in a 
view that did not belong to their institution, the bX recommendation 
tab did not display even though both institutions had it enabled. This 
has been fixed.

Interoperability - bX 16384-392912

19661 Some tool tip labels were missing for the Find Databases 
functionality. The following labels were added to the Find Databases 
code table: 

default.finddb.closeTooltip Close Find databases 
default.finddb.alldb.toolTip Open Find databases All Tab 
default.finddb.results.toolTip Open Find databases Results Tab 
default.finddb.mydatabases.toolTip My DataBases Tab 
default.finddb.results.selectallTooltip Select All Databases 
default.finddb.results.deselectTooltip Deselect All Databases 
default.finddb.results.DataBaseTitleTooltip Database: {0}

Front End - Look and feel 16384-360533,16384-
413935

19697 It is now possible to display the list of pipes and data sources via an 
A-Z list filter. This filter is useful in environments that have many data 
sources and pipes. The Display BO A-Z List parameter has been 
added to the Back Office subsystem in the General Configuration 
Wizard to enable/disable the filter. To enable the filter, set the new 
parameter to true. The default value is false. Note that no deploy or 
re-start is required.

19698 Pipes that fail during harvesting phase, can now be resumed. 
The pipe will continue the harvest from the last successful harvested 
file.

19706 The list of disciplines in the Personalize Ranking function was not 
sorted correctly for non-English locales. This has been fixed.

Front End-Personalize your 
results

16384-436743

19716 Real Time Availability (RTA) took too long and continued to display 
the "updating" status. This has been fixed.

16384-445938, 16384-
447084

19725 This item is relevant to OPAC via Primo - My Account. 

The sort by due date was not working correctly and has been fixed.

19727 In some scenarios the owner of the view may be changed due to a 
change in the context. For example, this may occur if the user 
switched views using the drop-down menu to another view and then 
clicked OK. This has been fixed.

16384-445171, 16384-
445429
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19730 Primo's Web services and X-Services are IP authenticated. Only 

requests coming from IPs listed in the WS and XS IP mapping table 
are processed. Until now, every request performed a query against 
the WS and XS IP" mapping table. 

In order to improve the performance, the IP list is now loaded into 
memory and no query is done in real time. Due to this change, any 
change to the WS and XS IP mapping table requires the table to be 
deployed. You may use the new "All Client IP Ranges (WS and XS 
IP mapping table)" option on the Deploy All page.

19743 This enhancement is related to Remote Search via MetaLib. 

Primo indicates to end users what kind of access they have to the 
MetaLib quick-sets and databases. This information is fetched from 
MetaLib via the MetaLib API. Primo caches this information to save 
time. A new option has been added to the Institution Wizard to 
refresh the access information. If you change access rights in the 
MetaLib KB, you should refresh the access information by clicking 
the new Reset Access Authorizations button next to the MetaLib 
base URL in the Institution Wizard.

Remote Search

19744 Remote Search results (MetaLib) will now indicate whether the 
article is from a peer-review journal, which is the same as Primo 
Central results. A peer-review facet has also been added. The peer-
review information is gathered via the SFX RSI API (which is not 
currently supported by the Alma RSI API). For more details, refer to 
the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

Interoperability - MetaLib

19749 If the record has ISBN-13 and the template used for delivery was 
defined in the delivery mapping tables but not in the links section of 
the PNX, the GetIt tab would display with an error.

19761 In some cases the Citation tab displayed even if there was no 
citation. This has been fixed.

Front End - Brief results 16384-430795
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19764 The Institution Names code table, which was added in Primo 4.4, is 

now used when the institution name is displayed in the following 
places: 

1. In the Locations tab if you enabled the "Sort by user institution 
option" 
2. In the Library facet if you sort by institution of the view 
3. If the {0} is used the Calculated Availability code table. 
4. If the {1} placeholder is used in the Header/Footer Tiles code 
table.

Front End - Code & Mapping 
tables

19777 Problems with Web Service searches in Hebrew have been fixed by 
decoding UTF-8 encoded requests.

Interoperability - Web-Services 16384-445530

19801 The code tables are now retrieved from the database in order to 
display them much faster. The export to Excel for translation 
purposes is also faster.

19807 The X-Services response from searches in Primo Central did not 
consistently use the "sear" prefix. This has been fixed.

Primo Central-Primo Central 16384-429870, 16384-
387668

19838 It is now possible to customize the III RTA mapping tables at the 
institution level, which allows every institution to have its own 
configuration. The relevant mapping tables are: 

- III Millennium RTA Locations - to map III locations to Primo 
locations 
- III Millennium RTA Statuses - to map III statuses to Primo 
availability statuses 

To copy an existing installation-level table for a specific institution: 
1) Customize and save the table for the required institution. 
2) Deploy the "RTA Configurations" option on the Deploy All page. 
3) You can then delete the installation-level table. 

As with all code and mapping tables, the system uses the mapping 
table defined for the institution that is associated with the view.

Interoperability - RTA

19853 Following the upgrade to 4.4, if the Primo Front End was behind a 
firewall, emails would not be sent from Primo. This has been fixed.

Front End-Send to (print, save, 
email)

16384-447652; 16384-
448024, 16384-
453298, 00021735, 
00020996

19888 The order of some characters (such as brackets) did not display 
correctly in the facets for left-to-right scripts (such as Hebrew).

Front End - Look and feel 16384-446493
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19892 This is relevant to Alma consortium. 

The list of institutions in the lightbox that displays when the "more" 
link is invoked from the Get It tab now displays the institutions in 
alphabetical order.

19952 In the Libraries section on the Institution Wizard page, the 
Languages drop-down list displayed only the default languages. This 
has been fixed by including the languages in the Languages mapping
table from both the installation and institution levels.

Back office UI - Institutions and 
Libraries

16384-432789

19995 The search count that displays in the Search Statistics report was 
incorrect. This has been fixed.

Misc-General 16384-430530

19997 It is now possible to schedule automatic deletion of the files 
harvested by a pipe that completed harvesting successfully. For 
more information, refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

20019 This item is related to OPAC via Primo - My Account. 

The sort by date was not working in the list of Fees and Fines. This 
has been fixed.

Front End - My Account

20088 The File Loader utility now includes the following options: 

1. Load & Update CSS - This option works like the previous "Load" 
option worked. If a CSS file is loaded, the system automatically 
updates the CSS definitions in the CSS mapping table and deploys 
the view. 

2. Load. This new option uploads the files to the /uploaded_loaded 
files directory without changing any configuration.

20098 Some WorldCat records were missing the dc:type entry. Because 
Primo must have a type for each record, it caused searches that 
contained these records to fail with Unexpected error. These records 
are now assigned the default type of other, and the search no longer 
fails.

API-General 16384-445906
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20120 See Item #20120. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the Alma MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Back office UI - Manage 
Normalization Rules

20121 See Item #20121. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Aleph MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Back office UI - Manage 
Normalization Rules

20122 See Item #20122. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Voyager Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Back office UI - Manage 
Normalization Rules
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Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20123 See Item #20123. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the Generic MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Back office UI - Manage 
Normalization Rules

20124 See Item #20124. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the DigiTool MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Back office UI - Manage 
Normalization Rules

20125 See Item #20125. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the SFX Template and you want to implement 
any of the reported changes in your local rules, you 
have the option of "Synchronizing" with the template 
by invoking the "Reset" button at the bottom of the 
rules editor page for the specific PNX field. Note 
that if you made any changes to the rule, these 
changes will be overridden. If you made changes 
and do not want to override all the rules for the 
target PNX field, you can implement the changes 
manually by following the release notes.

Back office UI - Manage 
Normalization Rules
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Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20126 See Item #20126. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the Unicorn Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Back office UI - Manage 
Normalization Rules

20141 When the parallel processing mode (Advanced Configuration - 
General Configuration - Installation - Parallel Processing of Pipes 
Mode) was set to "Harvesting, NEP, Dedup-FRBR", and the pipe 
processed more than 100k records, in some cases the dedup stage 
of the pipe scanned more records from the database than was 
necessary. This caused the dedup stage to take longer than 
necessary. This has been fixed.

BO monitoring - Pipes

20144 The "To be deleted" subsystem has been removed from the code 
tables menu.

Back office UI - Code Tables

20170 If Real Time availability (RTA) was based on the institution of 
the view (this type is generally active in Alma consortium 
environments but can also be set in non-Alma environments), 
the system ran RTA in the brief results for the institution of the 
view only. When the Locations tab (or the Institutions list for 
Alma consortium) was displayed, RTA was run for all 
institutions. The system used to always display the message 
"Locations may have changed. Update Locations" even if 
locations had not changed. Now the system displays the 
message only if locations have changed.

Front End - Locations

20198 The ampersand is no longer being dropped (for example, normalized 
to a space) in the browse lists and title "starts with" type search.

To enable the change, it is necessary to re-index 
from scratch. For instructions on re-indexing from 
scratch, refer to the Performing System Cleanup – 
Clean Database Scripts section in the Primo 
System Administration Guide.

Browse Search
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Documentation

Issue Number
4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20237 Changes in the dedup algorithm XML files (stored in the 

directory 
.ng/primo/home/profile/publish/publish/production/conf) are 
now being deployed when the System Configuration option on 
the Deploy All page is invoked.

Deploy

20239 If EBSCO results (using the EBSCO adaptor) were blended with 
local and/or Primo Central results and the <primo_rank> parameter 
was set to 'true' in the thirdnode-config.xml file, some searches (such 
as searches that contained over three words, not including stop 
words) did not work. This has been fixed.

Front End - FE crash, Search 
Engine - Blending

16384-456755

20241 There was no treatment for the scenario in which write.lock file 
existed on the disk while indexing was running. This caused a failure 
in the Did You Mean (Didumean) index creation stage. This has been
fixed.

Search Engine - Did you mean 16384-448898

20252 The following parameters were added to the to the rft.dat 
element in the various OpenURL templates for future use by 
New General Linking (a long-term project to improve linking to 
full-text): 

1. The Primo Central group ID (which groups different versions 
of a record) - grp_id 
2. Indication if the record is Open Access - oa 

The rft_dat element now looks like this in the out-of-the-box 
templates: 

rft_dat=<{{control/sourceid}}>{{control/sourcerecordid}}</{{cont
rol/sourceid}}><grp_id>{{facets/frbrgroupid}}</grp_id><oa>{{ad
ddata/oa}}</oa 

The new parameters will be added by the upgrade if not 
already present to all local templates.

Front End - Delivery 
(Availability and Get It), 
Primo Central

20272 The import of Primo Configuration failed if the export included staff 
with the 'Total Care user' or 'Utility user' roles (which were added in 
Primo 4.4 due to addition of the File Loader utility). This has been 
fixed.

BO configuration - import

20294 A new static HTML now displays when a query returns no results. 
For more details, refer to Primo Version 4 Highlights document.
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20303 The './uploaded files' directory that the File Loader utility uses was 

not being included in the export-import procedures. This has been 
fixed.

General - export/import

20314 It is no longer possible to create an empty search scope in the Views 
Wizard. Previously, if no search scope value, quickSet, or deep-
search adaptor was selected, the search scope defaulted to the 
entire local Primo database. An automatic upgrade will add all 
scopes that are available to the view if there is an existing empty 
search scope.

Back office UI - Scopes 
configuration, Front End

195288

20356 This item is relevant to an Alma consortium environment with a 
collaborative network between institutions. 

If a user has an account in several Alma institutions (in 
addition to the user's "home institution"), Primo will display the 
additional institutions in the My Account menu. If the user 
selects one of the institutions, Primo will retrieve account 
information from Alma and display it for the selected institution. 
Previously, the institutions displayed but the link was not 
active.

ILS Interface - My account

20396 Indexing CJK with BASIS failed multi-server topologies with a 
separate JVM. This has been fixed. 

BASIS was added in Primo 4.3 and is activated by re-indexing from 
scratch. If you have re-indexed from scratch since installing 4.3, it is 
necessary to re-index from scratch again to ensure CJK is indexed 
properly. For instructions on how to re-index from scratch refer to the 
Performing System Cleanup – Clean Database Scripts section in the 
Primo System Administration Guide. 

Note: This item was released with the PRIMO-4.4-HotFix-
1.131009.tar.gz hot fix.

Indexing, Search Engine - 
Indexing
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4.5 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20405 This fix is relevant to environments that have parallel processing 

mode defined as "Harvesting, NEP, Dedup-FRBR. 

In some cases, pipes failed during the dedup stage with one of the 
following errors: 
- NullPointerException at 
AbstractGroupingManager.createGroups(AbstractGroupingManager.
java:144) 

- RuntimeException: UnloadDedupCandidates was called but 
candidatesMemoryStore is null 

This has been fixed.

Back office UI - Pipes 
Configuration

20429 The following changes have been made to the WorldCat adaptor, 
which uses the WorldCat SRU/SRW search API: 

1. The user's query was not always normalized correctly to the 
WorldCat API search syntax. For more information, refer to El 
Commons. 
2. Additional fields from the records returned by the WorldCat API 
are being normalized to the PNX. A complete list has been added to 
EL Commons. 
3. The link back to Worldcat now includes the $$ELink_To_WorldCat 
display constant. It can be translated to a different label in the Full 
Display Labels code table. For example, the following line can be 
added: 

- default.fulldisplay.Link_To_WorldCat Display record in WorldCat

20438 Searching for a user-tag by clicking it from the Tags and Review tab 
did not work when Advanced Search was the active search mode. 
This has been fixed.

Front End - Tags
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20481 The following issues regarding the addition of new resource types to 

the Advanced search have been fixed: 

1.The 'Sync' option for the facet_pfilter_values mapping table in the 
Static Facets subsystem has been fixed so that it inserts new rows to 
both the Basic Media Type and Advanced Media Type mapping 
tables. Codes will be inserted to the Advanced Media Type table with 
the following suffix: 

default.search-advanced.mediaType.option. 

2. Resource types that were manually added to Advanced Media 
Type mapping table did not display in the Views Wizard. This has 
been fixed.

16384-436497,16384-
449054

20484 This fix is relevant to n+1 topologies. 

In some cases (for example, if the master FE server was stopped 
during hot-swap), the search schema becomes corrupted. In this 
example, the indexing, hot-swapping, and fail-over processes failed. 
The system will now automatically update the search schema before 
any of these processes is run, and also free the indexer from the 
redundant slice. 

In addition, the "Fix Search Schema" button will now display under 
the Reset button on the Primo Home > Monitor Primo Status > 
Search Engine Monitoring page when the status of the slice is not 
OK. This option allows you to manually fix the search schema and 
free the indexer. If this option does reset the slice's status, contact 
Ex Libris support. 

Note: You may need to use the Reset button to refresh the slice's 
status.

Search Engine - monitoring

20487 When pipes were run in parallel, the normalization rules set defined 
for the pipe was not used sometimes. This has been fixed.

20488 In 2 tier multiple FE topologies that also use the repository for 
indexing, indexing after failover would re-index from scratch, 
but only include the delta of new/updated records. This has 
been fixed.
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20490 If indexing fails, the system will now send an email to the email 

contact that is defined in the Back Office (General Configuration > E-
mail and SMS configuration > Contact Person E-Mail.) like it does for 
failed pipes.

Send an email when index process has failed. 
The email sent to the same address sent to when 
pipe has failed.

BO monitoring - Processes

20506 Users often search for titles without including leading articles (for 
example, "grapes of wrath" instead of "the grapes of wrath"). Users 
may also add leading articles when the title does not have one. As a 
result, an exact title match boost will not be given. To solve this 
issue, the system will now automatically create multiple exact title 
queries, dropping a leading article if present and adding one if not 
present. This works for the most frequently used leading articles 
(which is based on an analysis of Primo Central index): the, a, to, of. 

Note: Re-indexing is not required for this fix.

Search Engine - Ranking

20507 If the institution boost was activated for the view, local Primo results 
in blended searches were boosted less than expected based on the 
boost definition in the Back Office. This has been fixed.

Search Engine-Ranking

20508 A match on exact titles gives matching records a very significant 
boost in terms of ranking. The exact title match is based on the 
search/title field. Until now, the Search Engine assigned an exact 
title match boost based on a single field only. Now up to 3 exact title 
matches can be assigned. This is recommended for journal titles 
because users often search only by the main title (for example, 
"JAMA" as opposed to "JAMA: The Journal of the American Medical 
Association"). Note that in addition to the code change, it is also 
necessary to update the normalization rules and re-normalize and 
index the data. For MARC records, it is recommended to create the 
titles from: 

245 a (main title) 
245 a,b,f,g,n,p (full title) 
130 a (uniform title) 

The MARC templates have been updated accordingly. Refer to the 
individual release notes for each template to see a detailed 
description.

BO Configuration-Normalization 
Rule Configuration

20523 If the environment had multiple institutions, Symphony RTA did not 
work correctly because the ILS Library Codes mapping table allowed 
only one institution to be active at a time. This has been fixed.

Interoperability - RTA
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20558 The III Millennium RTA adapter did not work for PNX records that did 

not contain a sub-location (display/availibrary $$1). This has been 
fixed.

Interoperability - RTA

20571 The Clear button in the Citation Linker lightbox is no longer orange 
like the Go button. 

Front End, Interoperability - 
Alma

20618 If Primo's search results cache was full when a user attempted to 
add a Primo Central record to the e-Shelf, the system always loaded 
the first record from the results list instead of the selected item. This 
has been fixed.

Front End - e-Shelf

20792 When the "Parallel Processing of Pipes Mode" parameter was set to 
"Harvest, NEP", Dedup-FRBR pipes may have scanned more 
records than needed, causing the pipe to run longer. This has been 
fixed.

Publishing Platform - DeDup & 
FRBR
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20866 Several new reports have been added to the Primo Reports 

page in the Back Office, providing the library with additional 
means to analyze their usage of the system. Some of the 
reports include data that is similar to existing reports, but in a 
different format. 

* Annual Search Statistics. This report compares search 
statistics across years by month. 

* Click Events: This report provides statistics on functions 
users clicked on for a specific view in a selected date range. 

* Facet Clicks: This report provides statistics on the number of 
times users selected a type of facet in a specific view in a 
selected date range. 

* Daily Search Statistics: This report gives a summary of the 
most frequent search terms and hourly search statistics for a 
selected view. 

* Search Statistics: This report gives a summary of the number 
of searches for a specific view in a selected date range. 

* Search Terms by Letter: This report lists the search queries 
for a selected letter for a specific view in a selected date 
range. 

* Top Search Terms: This report lists the most frequent search 
queries for a specific view in a selected date range.

BO Reports

20867 Several problems with searching Chinese with BASIS were 
fixed.

Search Engine - Indexing

20895 The Sign-in link did not display in the Primo delivery tab for 
Alma Get It when the delivery category of the record was 
"Remote Search Resource" (for example, a record from Primo 
Central or WorldCat). This has been fixed.

API - Deep Search
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20926 Changes to the SE 221 Char Conversion (which normalizes 

decomposed Unicode characters to composed) were not 
deployed to the Search Engine servers in topologies in which 
the Search Engine was on a separate server.

Search Engine - Search 
Engine

20933 There were some errors in the way "previous" and "next" 
worked in the Browse lists. This has been fixed.

Browse Search

20952 If no query was entered in a browse search, the system did not 
display the list from the beginning. This has been fixed.

Browse Search

20961 By default, the file splitter splits the record ID defined in the 
IdentifierXpath parameter and takes characters after the colon 
only. For example, 'oai:digi-tool.com:233566' will be taken as 
233566. It is now possible to prevent such a split by setting a 
new optional parameter called SplitRecordId to false. This 
parameter prevents the splitting of the value as described 
above. The new parameter can be added to the File Splitters 
Params mapping table.

Primo Central, Primo Central 
- file splitter

16384-449459

20989 JBoss has been replaced by Tomcat and Spring. As a result, there 
are some changes to the Primo directory structure. For more details, 
refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

Installation

21002 The Test File Splitters utility under Primo Home > Primo 
Utilities > System Tests and Monitor has a new drop-down 
field to enable filtering by the File Splitter owner. Installation-
level staff can see configurations at the installation and 
institution levels, but institution-level staff can see 
configurations for their institution only. 

NOTE: If an institution has not customized the File Splitters 
mapping table, the institution inherits from the installation-level 
configuration.

Primo Central
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21058 During Browse searches, if a record is part of a FRBR group, 

the system displays the message (Including all versions there 
are X records) above the list of PNX records linked to a 
heading. This is displayed because there can be a mismatch 
between the number of records linked to the heading and the 
number of records that actually display in the list because only 
the preferred FRBR record/generic record will display. After 
invoking the "View X versions" and then removing it, the 
system no longer displayed the message. This has been fixed.

Browse Search

21059 This item is related to browse searches. 
If the user invoked 'previous' and then accessed the list of 
PNX records linked to an entry and then returned to the 
browse list, the system displayed the title of the first record in 
the list instead of the original search query. This has been 
fixed.

Browse Search

21079 If RTA configurations were deployed and one of the rows in 
the Real Time Availabilty (using normalization rules) mapping 
table included an invalid data source, the deploy failed. Now 
the system will ignore such rows. In addiition, during the 
upgrade any such rows will be displayed.

21127 If the 'Terminate' pipe option was invoked, the system 
prevented any additional pipe bulks from starting and 
continued to run pipes that were already in process. When 
these pipes completed, the system changed their status to 
"Stopped error," which means that they cannot be executed. 
The system will no longer update the status when these bulks 
stop.

Back office UI - Data 
Sources and Pipes Wizard

21173 By default, the system deletes hyphens. If the second word in 
the title was a hyphenated word (for example, "Is the United-
States on its own as a superpower?"), an exact search failed. 
This has been fixed.
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16525 The option to activate Primo Central collections based on the 
customers MetaLib KB has been fixed.

BO configuration - Institutions 
wizard, Primo Central - 
Registration

16384-439919,16384-
414549

19155 This is relevant to Primo Central searches. Searches that were 
limited to records with full text only sometimes returned more results 
than searches that were not limited to full text only. This has been 
fixed.

Primo Central - search 16384-430425

19605 Parentheses in the middle of a search query were not parsed 
correctly in Primo Central, causing incorrect search results. This has 
been fixed.

Primo Central - search 16384-424323

20961 By default, the file splitter splits the record ID defined in the 
IdentifierXpath parameter and takes characters after the colon only. 
For example, 'oai:digi-tool.com:233566' will be taken as 233566. It is 
now possible to prevent such a split by setting a new optional 
parameter called SplitRecordId to false. This parameter prevents the 
splitting of the value as described above. The new parameter can be 
added to the File Splitters Params mapping table.

Primo Central,Primo Central - 
file splitter

16384-449459

4.5 Primo Central Defect Fixes
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Item #17956
The following changes were made to the Generic MARC template: 

1. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes leading articles from the 440 tag based on the no-filing indicator. 
Description: 
An additional transformation was added to the rule for the 440 tag (#14): 
Drop non-filing text/ @@ind2@@ 

All of the following changes are due to the use of the new MARC 264 tag, which was added for RDA support. 
Basically, all of the rules for 260 were duplicated for 264. In addition, rules were added to make use of the 1st 
indicator in the 260 tag to give preference to the current publication information. All changes are recommended. 
The descriptions below just explain the change in general terms. Refer to the out-of-the-box template to see the 
current set of rules. 

2. 
Field: display/publisher 
Description: 
All of the rules were re-worked. Priority is given to the following tags 502, 260-3 (current publisher). 264-31 (current 
publication information), 260 and 264 without indicators are used as catch-alls. There is an OR between all of the 
rules. The rules for 880 have been moved to the end, and they are added with a MERGE and a condition to 
prevent multiple entries. 

3. 
Field: display/creationdate 
Description: 
Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264, 008. 

4. 
Field: search/creationdate
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Item #17956
Description: 
Duplicated the rules for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this 
set of rules.

5. 
Fields: search/startdate and search/enddate 
Description: 
Duplicated rules for 260-3 and 264-31 and added rules for 260 and 264 as catch-alls. 

6. 
Field: search/general 
Description: 
Duplicated the rules for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this 
set of rules. 

7. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 
260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

8. 
Field: dedup/c4 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264 for format=serials. Rules now use the following priority with an OR 
between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

9. 
Field: dedup/f6 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 
260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

10. 
Field: dedup/f10 

11. 
Field: addata/date: 
Description: Fixed rule to use an OR instead of an ADD (only 1st date is used) and added rules for 2603 and 264. 
Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

12. 
Field: addata/risdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

13. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 
260-3, 26431, 260, 264.
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Item #17957
The following changes were made to the ALEPH MARC template: 

1. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes leading articles from the 440 tag based on the no-filing indicator. 
Description: 
An additional transformation was added to the rule for the 440 tag (#14): 
Drop non-filing text/ @@ind2@@ 

All of the following changes are due to the use of the new MARC 264 tag, which was added for RDA support. 
Basically, all of the rules for 260 were duplicated for 264. In addition, rules were added to make use of the 1st 
indicator in the 260 tag to give preference to the current publication information. All changes are recommended. The 
descriptions below just explain the changes in general terms. Refer to the out-of-the-box template to see the current 
set of rules. 

2. 
Field: display/publisher 
Description: 
All of the rules were re-worked. Priority is given to following tags 502, 260-3 (current publisher). 264-31 (current 
publication information), 260 and 264 without indicators are used as catch-alls. There is an OR between all rules. The 
rules for 880 have been moved to the end, and they are added with a MERGE and a condition to prevent multiple 
entries. 

3. 
Field: display/creationdate 

4. 
Field: search/creationdate 
Description: 
Duplicated the rules for 260 and 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set 
of rules. 

5. 
Fields: search/startdate and search/enddate 
Description: 
Duplicated rules for 260-3 and 264-31 and added rules for 260 and 264 as catch-alls. 

6. 
Field: search/general 
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules. 

7. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

8. 
Field: dedup/c4
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Description: added rules for 2603 and 264 for format=serials. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between 
them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

9. 
Field: dedup/f6 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

10. 
Field: dedup/f10 
Description: duplicated rules for both serial and non-serial formats. Rules now use the following priority with an OR 
between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

11. 
Field: addata/date: 
Description: Fixed rule to use an OR instead of an ADD (only 1st date is used) and added rules for 2603 and 264. 
Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

12. 
Field: addata/risdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

13. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-
3, 26431, 260, 264.
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The following changes were made to the Alma MARC template: 

1. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes leading articles from the 440 tag based on the no-filing indicator. 
Description: 
An additional transformation was added to the rule for the 440 tag (#14): 
Drop non-filing text/ @@ind2@@ 

All of the following changes are due to the use of the new MARC 264 tag, which was added for RDA support. 
Basically, all of the rules for 260 were duplicated for 264. In addition, rules were added to make use of the 1st 
indicator in the 260 tag to give preference to the current publication information. All changes are recommended. The 
descriptions below just explain the changes in general terms. Refer to the out-of-the-box template to see the current 
set of rules. 
2. 
Field: display/publisher 
Description: 
All of the rules were re-worked. Priority is given to following tags 502, 260-3 (current publisher). 264-31 (current 
publication information), 260 and 264 without indicators are used as catch-alls. There is an “OR” between all rules. 
The rules for 880 have been moved to the end, and they are added with a MERGE and a condition to prevent multiple 

3. 
Field: display/creationdate 
Description: 
Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264, 008. 

4. 
Field: search/creationdate 
Description: 
Duplicated the rules for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules. 

5. 
Fields: search/startdate and search/enddate 
Description: 
Duplicated rules for 260-3 and 264-31 and added rules for 260 and 264 as catch-alls. 

6. 
Field: search/general
Description: 
Duplicated the rules for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules. 

7. 
Field: facets/creationdate
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 
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8. 
Field: dedup/c4 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264 for format=serials. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between 
them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

9. 
Field: dedup/f6 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

10. 
Field: dedup/f10 
Description: duplicated rules for both serial and non-serial formats. Rules now use the following priority with an OR 
between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

11. 
Field: addata/date: 
Description: Fixed rule to use an OR instead of an ADD (only 1st date is used) and added rules for 2603 and 264. 
Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264.

12. 
Field: addata/risdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

13. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-
3, 26431, 260, 264.
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The following changes were made to the DigiTool MARC template: 

1. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes leading articles from the 440 tag based on the no-filing indicator. 
Description: 
An additional transformation was added to the rule for the 440 tag (#14): 
Drop non-filing text/ @@ind2@@ 

All of the following changes are due to the use of the new MARC 264 tag added, which was added for RDA support. 
Basically, all of the rules for 260 were duplicated for 264. In addition, rules were added to make use of the 1st 
indicator in the 260 tag to give preference to the current publication information. All changes are recommended. The 
descriptions below just explain the change in general terms. Refer to the out-of-the-box template to see the current 
set of rules. 
2. 
Field: display/publisher 
Description: 
All of the rules were re-worked. Priority is given to the following tags 502, 260-3 (current publisher). 264-31 (current 
publication information), 260 and 264 without indicators are used as catch-alls. There is an “OR” between all rules. 
The rules for 880 have been moved to the end, and they are added with a MERGE and a condition to prevent multiple 

3. 
Field: display/creationdate 
Description: 
Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264, 008. 

4. 
Field: search/creationdate 
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules. 

5. 
Fields: search/startdate and search/enddate 
Description: 
Duplicated rules for 260-3 and 264-31 and added rules for 260 and 264 as catch-alls. 

6. 
Field: search/general
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules.
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7. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

8. 
Field: dedup/c4 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264 for format=serials. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between 
them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

9. 
Field: dedup/f6 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

10. 
Field: dedup/f10 
Description: duplicated rules for both serial and non-serial formats. Rules now use the following priority with an OR 
between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

11. 
Field: addata/date: 
Description: Fixed rule to use “OR” instead of “ADD” (only 1st date is used) and added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules 
now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

12. 
Field: addata/risdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

13. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-
3, 26431, 260, 264.
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The following changes were made to the SFX template: 

1. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes leading articles from the 440 tag based on the no-filing indicator. 
Description: 
An additional transformation was added to the rule for the 440 tag (#14): 
Drop non-filing text/ @@ind2@@ 

All of the following changes are due to the use of the new MARC 264 tag added for RDA support. Basically, all of the 
rules for 260 were duplicated for 264. In addition, rules were added to make use of the 1st indicator in the 260 tag to 
give preference to the current publication information. All changes are recommended. The descriptions below just 
explain the change in general terms. Refer to the out-of-the-box template to see the current set of rules.

2. 
Field: display/publisher 
Description: 
All the rules were re-worked. Priority is given to the following tags 502, 260-3 (current publisher). 264-31 (current 
publication information), 260 and 264 without indicators are used as catch-alls. There is an “OR” between all rules. 
The rules for 880 have been moved to the end. They are added with a MERGE and a condition to prevent multiple 

3. 
Field: display/creationdate 
Description: 
Rules now use the following priority with OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264, 008. 

4. 
Field: search/creationdate 
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”) there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules. 

5. 
Fields: search/startdate and search/enddate 
Description: 
Duplicated rules for 260-3 and 264-31 and added rules for 260 and 264 as catch-alls. 
6. 
Field: search/general 
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules.
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7. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

8. 
Field: dedup/c4 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264 for format=serials. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between 
them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

9. 
Field: dedup/f6 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

10. 
Field: dedup/f10 
Description: duplicated rules for both serial and non-serial formats. Rules now use the following priority with an OR 
between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264.

11. 
Field: addata/date: 
Description: Fixed rule to use “OR” instead of “ADD” (only 1st date is used) and added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules 
now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

12. 
Field: addata/risdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

13. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-
3, 26431, 260, 264.
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The following changes were made to the Unicorn template: 

1. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes leading articles from the 440 tag based on no-filing indicator. 
Description: 
An additional transformation was added to the rule for the 440 tag (#14): 
Drop non-filing text/ @@ind2@@ 

All the following changes are due to the use of the new MARC 264 tag, which was added for RDA support. Basically, 
all the rules for 260 were duplicated for 264. In addition, rules were added to make use of the 1st indicator in the 260 
tag to give preference to the current publication information. All changes are recommended. The descriptions below 
just explain the change in general terms. Refer to the out-of-the-box template to see the current set of rules. 

2. 
Field: display/publisher 
Description: 
All the rules were re-worked. Priority is given to following tags 502, 260-3 (current publisher). 264-31 (current 
publication information), 260 and 264 without indicators are used as catch-alls. There is an “OR” between all rules. 
The rules for 880 have been moved to the end, and they are added with a MERGE and a condition to prevent multiple 

3. 
Field: display/creationdate 
Description: 
Rules now use following priority with OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264, 008. 

4. 
Field: search/creationdate 
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules. 

5. 
Fields: search/startdate and search/enddate 
Description: 
Duplicated rules for 260-3 and 264-31 and added rules for 260 and 264 as catch-alls. 

6. 
Field: search/general
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules.
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7. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

8. 
Field: dedup/c4 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264 for format=serials. Rules now use the following priority with OR between 
them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264.

9. 
Field: dedup/f6 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

10. 
Field: dedup/f10 
Description: duplicated rules for both serial and non-serial formats. Rules now use the following priority with OR 
between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

11. 
Field: addata/date: 
Description: Fixed rule to use “OR” instead of “ADD” (only 1st date is used) and added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules 
now use following priority with OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

12. 
Field: addata/risdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use following priority with OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 
260, 264. 

13. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264.
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The following changes were made to the Voyager template: 

1. 
Field: browse/title 
Note: Recommended. This fix will remove leading articles from the 440 tag based on no-filing indicator. 
Description: 
An additional transformation was added to the rule for the 440 tag (#14): 
Drop non-filing text/ @@ind2@@ 

All the following changes are due to the use of the new MARC 264 tag, which was added for RDA support. Basically, 
all the rules for 260 were duplicated for 264. In addition, rules were added to make use of the first indicator in the 260 
tag to give preference to the current publication information. All changes are recommended. The descriptions below 
just explain the change in general terms. Refer to the out-of-the-box template to see the current set of rules. 

2. 
Field: display/publisher 
Description: 
All of the rules were re-worked. Priority is given to following tags 502, 260-3 (current publisher). 264-31 (current 
publication information), 260 and 264 without indicators are used as catch-all’s. There is an “OR” between all rules. 
The rules for 880 have been moved to the end. They are added with a MERGE and with a condition to prevent 

3. 
Field: display/creationdate 
Description: 
Rules now use following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264, 008. 

4. 
Field: search/creationdate 
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules. 

5. 
Fields: search/startdate and search/enddate 
Description: 
Duplicated rules for 260-3 and 264-31 and added rules for 260 and 264 as catch-all’s. 

6. 
Field: search/general
Description: 
Duplicated the rule for 260 for 264. Since all dates are added (the action is “ADD”), there is no hierarchy in this set of 
rules.
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7. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use following priority with OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

8. 
Field: dedup/c4 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264 for format=serials. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between 
them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

9. 
Field: dedup/f6 
Description: added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules now use following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

10. 
Field: dedup/f10 
Description: duplicated rules for both serial and non-serial formats. Rules now use following priority with an OR 
between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

11. 
Field: addata/date: 
Description: Fixed rule to use “OR” and not “ADD” (only 1st date is used) and added rules for 2603 and 264. Rules 
now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 26431, 260, 264. 

12. 
Field: addata/risdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 260-3, 
26431, 260, 264. 

13. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Description: Added rules for 260-3 and 264. Rules now use the following priority with an OR between them: 008, 260-
3, 26431, 260, 264.
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The following changes were made to the Alma MARC normalization rules template: 

1.
Field: dedup/c5
Note: Mandatory to ensure that Primo always dedups based on the MMS ID.  It is necessary to re-pipe your Alma data 
source. For more details refer to item #17349.
Description:
The following rule was added:
 Source: MARC 001 
 Transformation: Copy as is
  Action: OR

2. 
Field: addata/au 
Note: Recommended. This fix remove data that should not be included in the RIS format. 
Description: 
The input of the rule for the 100 tag was changed from 100 a,b,c,d,e,j,q,u to 100 a,b,q 

3. 
Field: addata/addau 
Note: Recommended. This fix remove data that should not be included in the RIS format. 
Description: 
The input of the rule for the 700 tag was changed from 700 a,b,c,d,e,j,q,u to 700 a,b,q 

4. 
Fields: dedup/f4 & dedup/f5 
Note: Recommended. This fix normalizes incorrect ISSN and ISBN by removing hyphens. A re-pipe of all data is 
recommended to ensure consistency in dedup. 
Description: 
Added an additional transformation (as the last one) to the rules for 020 and 022: Delete characters/-
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The following changes were made to the Voyager normalization rules template: 

A. Changes for enhanced support of Browse. Voyager 8.2.1 (which will be released in March) supports the publishing 
of additional information that Primo needs to be able to display cross-references in the authors and subjects browse 
lists, subject type in the subjects browse list, and separate call number browse lists. After you have installed the 
necessary upgrade, you should modify the setup for the Primo extract in the PprimoExp-*.ini so that the parameter 
'InsertPrimoBrowseTags' is set to 'Y' and then re-harvest all of the data. For more information, refer to the Voyager - 
Primo Integration guide. In parallel, you should update the Primo normalization rules as described below. 

1. 
Field: browse/author 
Note: Mandatory if you want to display cross-references in the authors browse list 
Description: 
Added to all the browse/author fields rules to create $$I with the ID of the linked authority record (source subfield - 
$$0) and $$P with the Preferred heading indicator (source subfield - $$9). 
2. 
Field: browse/subject 
Note: Mandatory if you want to display cross-references in the subjects browse list 
Description: 
Added to all the browse/subject fields rules to create $$I with the ID of the linked authority record (source subfield - 
$$0), $$P with the Preferred heading indicator (source subfield - $$9) and $$T with the subject type (source subfield - 
$$2). 

3. 
Field: browse/callnumber 
Note: Mandatory if you want to have separate call number lists per call number type - LC, Dewey, Sudoc. Note that 
you also need to activate the lists in the Browse Lists mapping table so they display in the Front End. 
Description: 
Added a rule to create $$T with the type from the source subfield k. 

4. 
Fields: display/creator & display/contributor & display/subject 
Note: Mandatory to prevent display of non-preferred authors and subjects in the "Details" tab. 
Description: 
A condition to check if the author is the preferred term has been added to all of the rules (except those with the source 
tag 880). The condition checks the content of the source subfield $$9 for the current MARC field. The condition is 
structured as follows: 
 Conditions logic: True 
 Condition -1 Logic: False 
 Source: MARC <MARC tag> subfield 9 
 Success if: Match Current 
 Routine : Check string equals string/N 
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5. 
Field: facets/Creatorcontrib 
Note: Mandatory to prevent display of non-preferred authors and subjects in facets. 
Description: 
A condition to check whether the subject is the preferred term has been added to all of the rules. The condition 
checks the content of the source subfield $$9 for the current MARC field. The condition is structured as follows: 
 Conditions logic: True 
 Condition -1 Logic: False 
 Source: MARC <MARC tag> subfield 9 
 Success if: Match Current 
 Routine : Check string equals string/N 

B. Additional updates: 

1. 
Field: addata/au 
Note: Recommended. This fix remove data that should not be included in the RIS format. 
Description: 
The input of the rule for the 100 tag was changed from 100 a,b,c,d,e,j,q,u to 100 a,b,q 

2. 
Field: addata/addau 
Note: Recommended. This fix remove data that should not be included in the RIS format. 
Description: 
The input of the rule for the 700 tag was changed from 700 a,b,c,d,e,j,q,u to 700 a,b,q 

3. 
Fields: dedup/f4 & dedup/f5 
Note: Recommended. This fix normalizes incorrect ISSN and ISBN by removing hyphens. A re-pipe of all data is 
recommended to ensure consistency in dedup. 
Description: 
Added an additional transformation (as the last one) to the rules for 020 and 022: Delete characters/-
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The following changes were made to the Aleph MARC normalization rules template: 

A. Aleph - v.21.1 (rep_change 002112) and v.20 (rep_change 003801) - now supports the publishing of additional 
information that Primo needs to display cross-references in the authors and subjects browse lists, subject type in the 
subjects browse list, and separate call number browse lists. Once you have installed the necessary upgrade, you will 
need to change the setup in Aleph Publishing for Primo to use the 'expand_doc_bib_accref' expand routine (instead of 
expand_doc_bib_accref_1) with the new ADDITIONAL-INFO parameter and re-harvest all of the records. For more 
information, refer to the How to Configure Aleph - Primo Interoperability document in the Documentation Center. In 
parallel, you should update the Primo normalization rules as described below. 

1. 
Field: browse/author 
Note: Mandatory if you want to display cross-references in the authors browse list. 
Description: 
Added to all the browse/author fields rules to create $$I with the ID of the linked authority record (source subfield - 
$$0) and $$P with the Preferred heading indicator (source subfield - $$P). 

2. 
Field: browse/subject 
Note: Mandatory if you want to display cross-references in the subjects browse list. 
Description: 
Added to all of the browse/subject fields rules to create $$I with the ID of the linked authority record (source subfield - 
$$0), $$P with the Preferred heading indicator (source subfield - $$P) and $$T with the subject type (source subfield - 
$$2). 

3. 
Field: browse/callnumber 
Note: Mandatory if you want to have separate call number lists per call number type - LC, Dewey, Sudoc. Note that 
you also need to activate the lists in the Browse Lists mapping table so they display in the Front End. 
Description: 
Added a rule to create $$T with the type from the source subfield k. 

4. 
Fields: display/creator & display/contributor & display/subject 
Note: Mandatory to prevent display of non-preferred authors and subjects in the "Details" tab. 
Description: 
A condition to check if the author is the preferred term has been added to all the rules (except those with the source 
tag 880). The condition checks the content of the source subfield $$P for the current MARC field. The condition is 
structured like this: 
 Conditions logic: True 
 Condition -1 Logic: False 
 Source: MARC <MARC tag> subfield P 
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 Success if: Match Current 
 Routine : Check string equals string/N 

5. 
Field: facets/Creatorcontrib 
Note: Mandatory to prevent display of non-preferred authors and subjects in facets. 
Description: 
A condition to check whether the subject is the preferred term has been added to all of the rules. The condition 
checks the content of the source subfield $$P for the current MARC field. The condition is structured like this: 
 Conditions logic: True 
 Condition -1 Logic: False 
 Source: MARC <MARC tag> subfield P 
 Success if: Match Current 
 Routine : Check string equals string/N 

B. Additional updates: 

1. 
Field: addata/au 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes data that should not be included in the RIS format. 
Description: 
The input of the rule for the 100 tag was changed from 100 a,b,c,d,e,j,q,u to 100 a,b,q 

2. 
Field: addata/addau 
Note: Recommended. This fix removes data that should not be included in the RIS format. 
Description: 
The input for the 700 tag rule was changed from 700 a,b,c,d,e,j,q,u to 700 a,b,q 
3. 
Fields: dedup/f4 & dedup/f5 
Note: Recommended. This fix normalizes incorrect ISSN and ISBN by removing hyphens. A re-pipe of all data is 
recommended to ensure consistency in dedup. 
Description: 
Added an additional transformation (as the last one) to the rules for 020 and 022: Delete characters/-
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Until now, all records retrieved via the Ebsco API were automatically assigned the article resource type. Now, Primo 
maps the Ebsco resource types to the out-of-the-box Primo resource types in the following PNX fields: display/type, 
addata/ristype, addata/genre, addata/format. In addition, Primo will map the resource type pre-filter and resource type 
facets to the Ebsco resource types when the query is sent to Ebsco. For more information on the mapping, see the 
EBSCO API section in the Primo Back Office Guide. 

It is possible to override the out-of-the-box mapping by including the following parameters in the EbscoLocal section 
of the thirdnode configuration in the /exlibris/primo/p4_X/ng/primo/home/system/search/conf/thirdnode-config.xml file. 

* rtype_to_ebsco - Maps the Primo resource type facet to Ebsco types. Every Primo type should be mapped to a 
single Ebsco type. Note the different Primo types can be mapped to the same Ebsco type. The structure should be 
<Primo type>, <EBSCO type> with additional mappings separated by a semicolon. If this parameter does not exist in 
the configuration file, the default mappings will be used. Example: 

• rtype_to_ebsco = other,Abstract;articles,Article;other,Bibliography;.... 

* ebsco_to_display_type - Maps the EBSCO resource type to the Primo display/type field. Every EBSCO type should 
be mapped to a single Primo type. The structure should be <EBSCO type, Primo Type> with additional mappings 
separated by a semicolon. If this parameter does not exist in the configuration file, the default mappings will be used. 
Example: 

• ebsco_to_display_type = Abstract,other;Article,article;Bibliography,other;.... 

* ebsco_to_ris_type - Maps the Ebsco resource type to the Primo addata/ristype field. Every Ebsco type should be 
mapped to a single Primo type. The structure should be <Ebsco type, Primo Type> with the different mappings 
separated with semicolon. If this parameter does not exist in the configuration file the default mappings will be taken. 
Example: 

• ebsco_to_ris_type = Abstract,GEN;Article,JOUR;Bibliography,GEN;Biography,BOOK;.... 

* DEFAULT_EBSCO_TO_PRIMO_FORMAT_TYPE - Maps the Ebsco resource type to the Primo addata/format 
field.This is a one-to-one relation meaning that every Ebsco type must be mapped to a single Primo type. Mappings 
should be structured as (EBSCO_TYPE,PRIMO_TYPE) and different mappings should be separated with semicolon. 
If this parameter does not exist on the configuration file, default mappings will be taken. \For example: 

* ebsco_to_genere_type - Maps the Ebsco resource type to the Primo addata/genre field. Every Ebsco type should be 
mapped to a single Primo type. The structure should be <Ebsco type, Primo Type> with the different mappings 
separated with semicolon. If this parameter does not exist in the configuration file the default mappings will be taken. 

For example: 
• ebsco_to_genere_type = Abstract,unknown;Article,article;Bibliography,unknown;Biography,book;... 
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The following changes were made to the Alma MARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Several changes were made to the template related to Browse support. For complete details, refer to the Primo 
Version 4 Highlights document. 

2. 
Several changes were made to make use of the "Available For settings for E-Resources" which are added as AVE 
fields in the records published to Primo. The "Available For" feature was added in the Alma August release. Two 
changes were made: 

Field: delivery/institution 
Note: adding this field will ensure that if an institution's subscriptions are handled by another institution or the network 
zone, this institution will be added to the PNX as one of the institutions that own the record. 
Description: 
The action was changed from "OR" to "ADD" 
A new rule was added as the 2nd rule: 
Source: MARC AVE i 
Transformation: Use mapping table/Alma Institution Codes 

Field: search/searchscope 
Note: adding these fields will enable you to create search scopes for a specific campus or library in terms of E 
records. You will still need to define the scope values as well as add the scopes to the View. 
Description: 
Two rules were added to the end 
Rule 1: 
Source: MARC AVE i,c 
Conditions logic: true 
Condition 1: 
Condition 1 logic: true 
Source: MARC AVE c 
Success if: Match current 
Validation routine: Input exists 
Transformations: 
Copy as is 
Delete spaces 
Action: ADD 

Rule 2: 
Source: MARC AVE i,l 
Conditions logic: true 
Condition 1: 
Condition 1 logic: true 
Source: MARC AVE l 
Success if: Match current 
Validation routine: Input exists 
Transformations: 
Copy as is 
Delete spaces 
Action: ADD
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3. 
Field: search/title 
Note: Recommended. It is now possible to index up to three fields for an exact title match. Refer also to #20508. This 
will improve ranking of journal title searches. In addition for other records, it is recommended to index only 245 
subfields: a,b,f,g,n,p. 
Description: 
* The source of the rule for 245 was changed from a,b,f,g,k,n,p to a,b,f,g,n,p. In addition, the following condition was 
added: 

Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: False 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 

The Action should be "OR" 

* The rule for 130 tag was deleted. 

* In addition the following rules were added: 

Source: MARC 245 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD

Source: MARC 245 a,b,f,g,n,p 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 130 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

4. 
Field: addata/date 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The source of the fourth rule was changed from 266 to 260.
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The following changes were made to the Aleph MARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Several changes were made to the template related to Browse support. For complete details, refer to the Primo 
Version 4 Highlights document. 

2. 
Field: search/title 
Note: Recommended. It is now possible to index up to three fields for an exact title match. Refer also to #20508. This 
will improve ranking of journal title searches. In addition for other records, it is recommended to index only 245 
subfields: a,b,f,g,n,p. 
Description: 
* The source of the rule for 245 was changed from a,b,f,g,k,n,p to a,b,f,g,n,p. In addition, the following condition was 
added: 

Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: False 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 

The Action should be "OR" 

* The rule for 130 tag was deleted. 

* In addition, the following rules were added:
Source: MARC 245 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 245 a,b,f,g,n,p 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 130 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 
3. 
Field: addata/date 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The source of the fourth rule was changed from 266 to 260. 
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The following changes were made to the Voyager normalization rules template: 

1. Several changes were made to the template related to Browse support. For complete details, refer to the Primo 
Version 4 Highlights document. 

2. 
Field: search/title 
Note: Recommended. It is now possible to index up to three fields for an exact title match. Refer also to #20508. This 
will improve ranking of journal title searches. In addition for other records, it is recommended to index only 245 
subfields: a,b,f,g,n,p. 
Description: 
* The source of the rule for 245 was changed from a,b,f,g,k,n,p to a,b,f,g,n,p. In addition, the following condition was 
added: 

Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: False 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 

The Action should be "OR" 

* The rule for 130 tag was deleted. 

* In addition the following rules were added: 
Source: MARC 245 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 245 a,b,f,g,n,p 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 130 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

3. 
Field: addata/date 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The source of the fourth rule was changed from 266 to 260.
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The following changes were made to the Generic MARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: search/title 
Note: Recommended. It is now possible to index up to three fields for an exact title match. Refer also to #20508. This 
will improve ranking of journal title searches. In addition for other records, it is recommended to index only 245 
subfields: a,b,f,g,n,p. 
Description: 
* The source of the rule for 245 was changed from a,b,f,g,k,n,p to a,b,f,g,n,p. In addition, the following condition was 
added: 

Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: False 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 

The Action should be "OR" 

* The rule for 130 tag was deleted. 

* In addition the following rules were added: 

Source: MARC 245 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
S if M t h l tValidation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 245 a,b,f,g,n,p 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 130 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

2. 
Field: addata/date 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The source of the 4th rule was changed from 266 to 260.
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The following changes were made to the DigiTool MARC normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: search/title 
Note: Recommended. It is now possible to index up to three fields for an exact title match. Refer also to #20508. This 
will improve ranking of journal title searches. In addition for other records, it is recommended to index only 245 
subfields: a,b,f,g,n,p. 
Description: 
* The source of the rule for 245 was changed from a,b,f,g,k,n,p to a,b,f,g,n,p. In addition, the following condition was 
added: 

Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: False 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 

The Action should be "OR" 

* The rule for 130 tag was deleted. 

* In addition the following rules were added: 

Source: MARC 245 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 245 a,b,f,g,n,p 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 130 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

2. 
Field: addata/date 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The source of the 4th rule was changed from 266 to 260.
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The following changes were made to the SFX normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: search/title 
Note: Recommended. It is now possible to index up to three fields for an exact title match. Refer also to #20508. This 
will improve ranking of journal title searches. In addition for other records, it is recommended to index only 245 
subfields: a,b,f,g,n,p. 
Description: 
* The source of the rule for 245 was changed from a,b,f,g,k,n,p to a,b,f,g,n,p. In addition, the following condition was 
added: 

Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: False 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 

The Action should be "OR" 

* The rule for 130 tag was deleted. 

* In addition, the following rules were added: 

Source: MARC 245 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 245 a,b,f,g,n,p 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 130 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

2. 
Field: addata/date 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The source of the 4th rule was changed from 266 to 260.
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The following changes were made to the Unicorn normalization rules template: 

1. 
Field: search/title 
Note: Recommended. It is now possible to index up to three fields for an exact title match. Refer also to #20508. This 
will improve ranking of journal title searches. In addition for other records, it is recommended to index only 245 
subfields: a,b,f,g,n,p. 
Description: 
* The source of the rule for 245 was changed from a,b,f,g,k,n,p to a,b,f,g,n,p. In addition the following condition was 
added: 

Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: False 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 

The Action should be "OR" 

* The rule for 130 tag was deleted. 

* In addition, the following rules were added: 

Source: MARC 245 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 245 a,b,f,g,n,p 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

Source: MARC 130 a 
Conditions logic: True 
Condition 1 logic: True 
Condition 1 Source: PNX display/type 
Success if: Match last 
Validation routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformation: Copy as is 
Action: ADD 

2. 
Field: addata/date 
Note: Recommended 
Description: 
The source of the fourth rule was changed from 266 to 260.
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